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COMMUNITY MEETING #5 OVERVIEW
EVENT DETAILS

Timing: Wednesday, December 11,
2019 from 5:30 to 7 PM
Location: Exploratorium
Presentations:
• Brief summary of the
Waterfront Resilience Program,
what the Port has been up to,
including Program
development, engagement,
outreach, assessment, and
analysis with Lindy Lowe, Port
of San Francisco Resilience
Program
• Introduction to the MultiHazard Risk Assessment with
Steve Reel, Port of San
Francisco Resilience Program
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COMMUNITY MEETING #5 AGENDA
1

Present a Waterfront Resilience Program Overview

2

Update on Program Development

3

Update on Engagement and Outreach

4

Update on Program Assessment and Analysis

5

Introduction to the Multi-Hazard Risk Assessment (MHRA)
and Overview of each MHRA Topic

6

Visit MHRA Stations Staffed by Area Experts
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MEETING ATTENDANCE

Approximately
100 people
were in
attendance
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MEETING MATERIALS
MEETING MATERIALS

Follow the links below to
view the meeting
presentations and other
materials:
• Community Meeting
Presentations

• MHRA Factsheet
• MHRA Boards
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ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITY OVERVIEW
MHRA TOPIC STATIONS
•

After the presentations, attendees
joined Port staff for an open house.
MHRA stations included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Buildings, Piers, and Wharves
Disaster Response
Environment
Flood Hazard
Historic Resources
Life Safety
Maritime
Parks and Open Space
Public Life and Use
Seismic Hazard
Transportation
Utilities

Attendees were encouraged to
provide feedback via “stickies” – all
stickies collected during the meeting
are included in the following slides.
Comments are shared unedited to the
best of the team’s ability.
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MHRA TOPIC: BUILDINGS, PIERS, AND WHARVES
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

• Protection of Port leases?
• City and State protection from sea level rise?

• Is there a mechanism for deciding when it's no longer worth shoring things up?
• Small businesses forced investment P23 substructure (insurance, collective actions, no deep
pockets)
• Replace each finger pier, one by one and over time, with a floating barge structure, this
addresses earthquake + flood hazard + a safe evacuation site
• Lots of work to do! Let's get started!
• Float Piers similar to the new boat firehouse. If they don't float, they sink
• Have a map indicate % damage or risk - year built isn't a comprehensive look at which
structures are at highest risk of damage

• 1. Adapt (E) Piers to float 2. Alt to (1) - Replace Pier w/ (N) Resilient floating piers (modular,
segmented, scalable, and prefabricated!) Presto change.. dismantle the old. Float in the NEW
• Do helical piers used in any support application?
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: DISASTER RESPONSE
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK
•

Private boats could help if trained and coordinated

•

How will you communicate with people about where/how.. Etc? / Use of NERT especially with pending cutbacks in NERT from this city?

•

HAM radio for communication support / Private recreational vessels for transport/ferrying to larger vessels

•

WCTA and other operations centers will be underwater of inaccessible / There will be a conflict between casualty evacuations and moving
commuters / Where will you stage casualties? When will you treat casualties? How will you use NERT, MRC, Medcars, etc?

•

Water emergency transport 6 AM - 10 PM / Harbor safety grant / Let smaller boats help

•

Would be good to investigate how this work will overlap with potential requirements for implementing America's Water Infrastructure Act
(AWIA), which requires updating of Emergency Response Plans and Risk & Reliability Assessments. (See EPA website for AWIA)

•

Looking forward to seeing how these facilities & resources are communicated to residents; community members to ensure that emergency
planning is enacted smoothly. Would also like to see how planning ensures the safety of the homeless community

•

It is important to do construction of Seawall with SFFD faculty in mind so the SFFD areas are accessible as you work on portions of walls at
different times

•

The ferry building is likely to be surrounded with floating debris making it impossible to dock the ferries. How will we wrangle 300,000 people
converging on the ferry building

•

Would like to see more concrete plans RE: how to prioritize DSW workers (SF City Workers) into the city after a major disaster. It seems that our
city workers of color + bilingual staff are disproportionately living outside of SF. To ensure equity it would be critical to ensure these folks w/
language skills + cultural expertise can have a priority to get into city to provide disaster response

•

How many people can you shelter? Tents? Trailers - for repair/response workers?

•

Please share publicly the findings of the major exercises + plans for addressing findings
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: ENVIRONMENT
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK
•

Make sure impacts on wildlife, ecosystems, habitats are considered seriously when making decisions on flood hazard mitigation/adaption e.g. impacts of hardening shoreline wave reflection, etc.

•

Creating more exciting, informational signage/ installations to highlight the local ecology would be great (bird watching area/tide pools, etc)

•

Blending the built infrastructure w/ ecological habitats to soften the edge to allow for occasional flooding

•

1. Do you have video surveys of sewer / storm water pipes, which identify areas of greater leakage w/ potential impacts to surface water quality? / 2. Are there areas w/ greater
homeless populations and/or areas of garbage that wash into Bay?

•

Raising sea levels will push salt water up the fresh water tributaries affecting fresh water fish or crops in the Delta

•

We are focused solely on the East shore of SF. Humans are more adaptable than the Delta.

•

Prioritize natural solutions and incorporate features that maintain and strive to improve the Bay's ecology. This is a great opportunity to make a positive impact and showcase
nature based solutions to the public. We should test innovative and new techniques - It's the kind of city we are!

•

The city and state need to develop school educational modules to heighten awareness among children + youth to hopefully result in additional energy to address this + other
aspects of climate change

•

1. Reorient concerns away from developers toward low impact life styles / 2. How does this relate to work on the rest of the Bay waterfront?

•

Birds and butterflies and also wildlife

•

Why just the wharf - what about researching the entire perimeter of SF?/SFO? / Coordinated approach with other cities along the bay

•

Hearing the solution or idea of living shorelines or an ecological based structure/solution. Seems like it should be a priority. Both for public education and protection of the
existing ecology. Building something that is dynamic and adaptive (with biological growth) seems like a more logical long term solution.

•

Are there stricter regulations for building and land use on the waterfront that could help mitigate environmental impacts caused by responses to dealing with sea level rise and
seismic hazards?

•

With any new building or infrastructure changes, build in habitat for marine life. Reuse the thoughtless practices of the past - we can have both useful human structures and
vibrant nature

•

Happy to hear that some elements of ecological enhancements are very likely to happen (pilot projects, Seattle seawall model)

•

Probably for release of toxins into Bay / Where is the EcoCenter in the process?
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: FLOOD HAZARD
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK
• Informative - 6year-10year flood diagram is something to design for
• No subway tunnels, or underground stations
• No underground utilities unless in waterfront ducts with no surface openings
• Will there be any cost benefit analysis of retreat and relocation versus just strengthening? Protection?
• Creating something that is effective but also adaptive past 50 years is imperative. Spending the time and effort on a short solution seems like
we will be in this same conversation/position in 50 years, unless we create something adaptable

• Consider nature-based options and the secondary or direct impacts that hardening the waterfront will have on various resources, vulnerable
communities, etc. (such as wave reflection)
• Prioritize adaptation pathways, collaboration with adjacent places, communities, public trust, etc.

• Consider adaptation pathways, excluding solutions that preclude longer term or farther out solutions; managed retreat where feasible;
prioritization of adaptation in low income communities of color w/ anti-displacement measures; address any adjacent have reflection impacts
esp. in areas having varying levels of protection; build in adaptive management
• Surprised to see the program ends @ Aquatic Park? Sea wall at Ocean Beach? Presidio, Fort Mason? / Coordination with other cities (to not
fight for fed/state funds) & to create a Bay-wide program that benefits all the Bay?
• Address residential units that are built on seawall lots and/or adjacent to Embarcadero
• Create a sea wall pumping system so if level water goes too high then have pump system activate
• Will this contaminate drinking water? / Cars will stall in flood waters / Floating docks @ South Beach will rise with tide, but infrastructure
won't
• Promote Climate Change Education + Sea level rise / Recommend placing educational plaques along Promenade, esp. near Ferry Building (lots
of people) / National Park Service has effective poles + plaques at Crissy Field
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: HISTORIC RESOURCES
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

• Many different structures; no single solution can be applied universally
• Could there be additional funding/revenue opportunities through establishing partnerships
with local tourism based firms or hotels?, e.g. once a year payment by these companies to
the port for their customers to receive discounted entrance to different events/venues e.g.
museums?

• Hyde Street Pier is Federal. How do you protect these assets?
• Won't old pillars fail?

• Many tours will be visiting historic facilities and won't know what to do.
• Resilience - Equity for small business recovery from disaster – insurance program for recovery
– through leases
• Keep commercial uses going! Don't worry about occasional smells!!!

• How will we save the wharfs and piers?
• Float them?

• Lift the piers
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: LIFE SAFETY
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

• Great to see/hear the coordination efforts being made for this and disaster response ->
always important to reduce silos and map resources across different planning tools &
instruments, and across different departments! :) Thank you
• Flooding will limit access to Ferry Building for commuters
• Tourists @ Pier 39 are not aware of SF Emergency Plans
•

People will run towards the water during an earthquake

• It would be helpful to disaggregate numbers of people - employees, service, tourists, etc
• HAM Radio for communication support
• I want to know the flood protection minimum level + what change is needed
• Will all be up to Exploratorium sea wall level
• Replace the pier with floating piers

Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: MARITIME
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

•

South Beach Marina is at risk for sea level rise, with damage to recreational boats

•

Ferries will be used to evacuate commuters during the disaster. See 911 documentary

•

Hyde Street Pier is at risk to their historic vessels

•

Support + water taxi for evacuee transportation + evacuation during emergencies

•

Is Pier 27 resilient to sea level rise? (water shaded blue)

•

Wave action & quake may leave broken pitons floating along the bay making it difficult to navigate
around

•

Used private boats for rescue in an event - Have us trained for assistance

•

Northend of Pier 40 / No landing available now / Could be critical – within 2020 / Dredging on the south
side is needed now

•

What about evacuation by water contingencies? Private/small craft as taxies - out to larger vessels

•

Fish sold off the boats?!? / Where? Pier 45? / When? How do I find out???

•

If an event happens while ballpark is active so beach boats, the Marina people could help - if trained +
coordinated

Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: OPEN SPACE AND PARKS
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

• Design "floodable parks" to handle near-term flood risk – Embarcadero plaza, bocce court,
etc
• When rehabilitating the waterfront incorporate dual use public access areas. These could be
used for recreational and programmed activities and serve as emergency gathering spaces
and evacuation locations
• Prioritize pedestrians + bikes over cars in redesign of Embarcadero
• Support public + free activities

• How to adapt these spaces for emergency response centers
• Need to think about diversion system for the water outside of the Embarcadero area

• 1. Add 1 or 2 exercise situations (similar to Marina Green) / 2. Keep playgrounds and/or add
safe spaces for kids to play
• Harbor Path / Swimming pool would be wonderful
• I love the promenade

• More events @ Rincon or Brannan Street Wharf
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: PUBLIC LIFE AND USE
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK
•

Ferry Building is packed on Saturdays for farmer's market

•

During loading of cruise ships, the pier is packed with cars and people

•

F MUNI line is at risk during flooding

•

Open air art installations along the public piers to lure people off the beaten path along the promenade

•

Prioritize spaces for sitting and resting or breaks in the walkway

•

Prioritize safety and safe-feeling at night-time - lots of lighting, restaurants or other businesses that stay open at
night

•

Bay trail user / Tour guide - planning to take people to India Basin shoreline / Please continue natural area and
habitat restoration work

•

When will improvements begin? It seems so critical to respond

•

Exploratorium's annual attendance is 800,000 people, annually with 185,000 field trip students

•

Are there staged methods of adapting public use over time as sea levels rise?

•

What adaptations are essential? Which ones are 'nice to try for'?

•

As much as possible, retain the public's ability to walk out along the piers

•

Long-term, think about alternate locations + situations that create similar experiences

Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: SEISMIC HAZARD
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

• Earthquake will bring sewage (toxic waste) covering flood area
• Waste water management so sewage spreading areas in SF are improved

• Failure of seawall could lead to flooding of BART/MUNI transit systems
• Critical infrastructure impact on city economic engine

• Other potential water access for relief / Couldn't this happen any day?
• The materials making up wharf may have been more toxic, less durable in harsh salt wind,
turbulent water may have 1906 waste turning up in the water from 1989 liquefaction… cause
contaminants in depths keeping it at Bay may affect the resources of Bay especially those
eating daily from animals in the Bay

• Impact of liquefaction potential on people residing in those area need to alert residents of
their need to prepare
• Earthquake will have too much flooding and lead to more damage
• Prioritize infrastructure and roadways and life safety over saving historic structures
Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: TRANSPORTATION
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK
•

More crosswalks/ways to get across the Embarcadero for pedestrians / Better/wider bike lane / More frequent buses/street cars down the Embarcadero

•

Consider building a tunnel under the Embarcadero for vehicular traffic that could also strengthen the seawall, make the Embarcadero serve only pedestrians, bikes, and transit

•

After a quake, flood, etc SF Ports expect 300,000 people to converge onto the ferry building. The untested plan is to corral them in the flood area which will be backed up with feces (toxic)

•

Promenade / Before increasing waterfront access, etc. ensure safety measures already exist for what features we have

•

Connect E/F MUNI up to Fort Mason

•

Do not build any underground subway tunnels & stations to Fisherman's Wharf / Create flexible surface transit- a.g. micro-buses, automated vehicles -etc

•

Need a free 24/7 bus loop from downtown to Fisherman's Wharf & Waterfront to address flooding of E/F line & MUNI Metro

•

Really need more concrete plans/strategies in place for MUNI subway/BART in situations of extreme flood in order to move people in and out of SF, for critical disaster response +
community support, it seems that the ferries will not be sufficient to get people in and out of SF in time we need. Would love to see more tech + creative innovations related to subway
systems

•

Protect and prioritize walking on the promenade and public transportation

•

Avoid sub-grade MUNI tunnels, esp central subway extension along the wharf at Powell St

•

Plan ahead for worst case scenarios w/ +6 foot - +10 foot sea-level rise / So flexible surface vehicles that can change routing / Driverless vehicles

•

Show how each mode is impacted - as it is not the same, i.e. a ferry service vs. an underground system

•

What to do with wheel chairs? / Are you including private ferries? / Cars will try and drive though the water / What protects the electrical system for BART and MUNI? / What will you do
with a ""Volunteer Navy"" that shows up to help?

•

Coordinate w/ open space to provide areas for gathering after seismic events and floods. Areas could be used for evacuation

•

The projected cost of remediation and planning needs to be financed by the federal state and local governments by increasing the allocation of our general fund using tax dollars that are
already being paid

•

A central subway/train connection to Pier 39/Wharf is important. Perhaps the central subway could become a light-rail above ground train from China-town to the Wharf to deal w/ flooding
concerns

•

Tunnel flooding happened this week so SFMTA how to work on that / Upgrades to SFMTA also has to include lighting, wiping spital off escalators / Elevator people improve security / Great
job

Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

MHRA TOPIC: UTILITIES
BOARD STICKIES – QUESTIONS & FEEDACK

• Protecting utilities + ensuring clean water during a seismic event is key
• Improving efficiency/organization of utilities w/ any new work would be helpful + good for
the future
• Would be good to mark the emergency intake pump stations (from the Bay)

• No underground subway tunnels under or near sewer pipes/tunnels
• Too much stress on existing vehicle lanes

• Construction impacts + seismic
• Pumping too full often. Treat a little then pump back in bay, not fully treated, need to have a
pump where it doesn't go both ways that way there's back up to not allowing smelly sewage
smells seeping into areas.
• It is critical to have utilities in an emergency. The city and state must make one that funds are
allocated to improvise the supply systems (water, electric, sewer). A larger share of taxes
presently paid must be allocated to improvement of essential services. This is a public
problem and issue.

Leave additional comments online using this link.
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MHRA TOPIC:

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT A FUTURE COMMUNITY MEETING!
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